**CLINICAL CONNECTIONS & SETTINGS GUIDE**

I8 controls pronation/supination of Motion Control “6-band” powered wrist and direct pattern recognition command of multifunction grips for the COVVI Hand.

### PART 1: PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS

**MOTION CONTROL STANDARD WRIST ROTATOR & 6-BAND COAXIAL PLUG**

No settings required

**CONNECTION**

- Coapt cable connection marked ‘Rotate’
  - must plug into the wrist port marked ‘WRIST’

- Coapt cable connection marked ‘Open’
  - must plug into wrist port marked ‘CH-A’

- Coapt cable connection marked ‘Digital’
  - must plug into wrist port marked ‘COAPT’

- Coapt cable connection marked ‘Close’
  - must plug into wrist port marked ‘CH-B’

**CONNECTION**

- Power/battery cable (not supplied by Coapt) must plug into wrist port marked ‘HAND’

### PART 2: SOFTWARE SETTINGS

**WRISTS**

**MOTION CONTROL STANDARD WRIST ROTATOR & 6-BAND COAXIAL PLUG**

No settings required

**HANDS**

**COVVI HAND**

- Ensure all “Triggers” in the Grip Switch Trigger settings in the COVVI Go app are set to “Trigger Off”
- Ensure all other hand settings in the COVVI Go app are set to the factory defaults